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We discuss singular perturbations of a self-adjoint positive operator A in Hilbert
space H formally given by AT=A+T, where T is a singular positive operator
(singularity means that Ker T is dense in H). We prove the following result: if T
is strongly singular with respect to A in the sense that Ker T is dense in the Hilbert
space H1(A)=D(A12) equipped by the graph-norm, then any suitable approxima-
tion by positive operators, Tn  T, gives a trivial result, i.e., ATn  A in the strong
resolvent sense, where ATn is defined as a form-sum of A and Tn . A corresponding
statement is true for operators T, Tn of finite rank which are not necessarily
positive. This can be considered as an abstract version of the well known result for
the perturbation by a point interaction of the Laplace operator in L2(R3). In the
more general case, where the singular operator T has a nontrivial regular compo-
nent Tr in H1(A), we prove that ATn  ATr in the strong resolvent sense. We give
applications to the case of perturbations of the Laplace operator by a positive
Radon measure with a nontrivial singular component.  1999 Academic Press
Key Words: singular perturbations; Krein’s resolvent formula; strong resolvent
convergence.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Let A1 be a self-adjoint operator in a complex separable Hilbert space
H. Introduce the A-scale of Hilbert spaces associated with A
H&k#H&k(A)#H0#H#Hk#Hk(A), k0, (1.1)
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where Hk=D(Ak2) in the norm &.&k :=&Ak2.& and H&k is the dual
space to Hk (H&k is the completion of H in the norm & f &&k :=&A&k2f &).
We will use the following notations and facts from the theory of rigged
Hilbert spaces [9, 10]. The operator A as a map from H2 to H is
obviously unitary. Thus the closure Acl#D : H0  H&2 and its inverse,
I#D&1, are unitary also. Further,
(|, D.)&1=(|, .)=(I|, .)1 , | # H&1 , . # H1 (1.2)
( f, .)=( f, .), f # H, . # Hk , k0, (1.3)
where ( } , } ) denote the dual inner product between H&k and Hk .
We will use the notions of singular operators and singular quadratic
forms in the following sense (see [42, 29, 3, 4]). We say that a linear
positive operator 0{T which acts in the A-scale (1.1) is singular (resp.
strongly singular) with respect to A if the set (Ker T ) & D(A) is dense in H,
(resp. in H1). We write T # H&i (A)-class, i=1, 2 (shortly H&i -class) if
the operator T: Hi #D(T )  R(T)/H&i is densely defined, closed and
singular (i=1), resp. strongly singular (i=2). A corresponding terminology
will be used for quadratic forms. In particular for a positive quadratic
form, we write # # H&i -class, i=1, 2 if the set (Ker #) & D(A) is dense in
Hi&1 and moreover # is densely defined and closable in Hi . Clearly there
is a one-to-one correspondence between quadratic forms # # H&i -class
and operators T # H&i -class: #(., )##T (., )=(T., ) , .,  # D(T )
Q(#T).
Let #A be the quadratic form generated by A and let # be an arbitrary
positive quadratic form such that the set Q(#) & Q(#A) is dense in H. Then
the form-sum, #A+#, is closable in H if and only if # is closable in H1
[29]. In particular each ###T # H&1 -class gives a form perturbation of A.
In this case the perturbed operator AT can be defined as the operator
associated with the closure of the form #A+#T and then we write,
AT=A + T.
We remark that AT can be defined as the restriction of Acl+T :
H1  H&1 to all . such that (Acl+T ) . # H (for details see [27, 34]).
In the situation where Ker #T is dense in H1 #Q(#A), i.e. where #T is
strongly singular, the form-sum #A+#T is inevitably unclosable in H. In
this case the form-sum method is nonapplicable but one can consider #T as
a perturbation of A in the sense of the self-adjoint extensions approach
[2, 3, 7, 8, 13, 20, 29]. Then the perturbed operator AT can be defined
by M. Krein’s resolvent formula as the fixed self-adjoint extension of the
symmetric operator A :=A | Ker # (e.g. see [29]).
Let T: H2  H&2 be a positive singular operator. Using the canonical
decomposition procedure (see [44, 31, 32, 33]) for the quadratic form #T
on regular and singular components with respect to the Hilbert space H1
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we get the decomposition for T: T=Tr + Ts , where Tr : H1  H&1 is the
maximal closable part of T on H1 , such that TrT, and Ts=T&Tr is
the strongly singular operator with respect to A. Let Tn : H1  H&1 be a
sequence of positive densely defined and closed operators which
approximate T in some appropriate sense. In this paper we investigate the
problem of convergence for ATn=A + Tn , n  .
Our main result states that ATn converges to A + Tr in the strong resol-
vent sense. So if a perturbation T is purely strongly singular (Tr=0), then
it is impossible to construct A+T by the form-sum method. The latter fact
was known in various specific situations (see, for example, [19, 22]), but
here we establish it in the general case. In other words our main result
states that in the general case only the H1 -regular component of a given
singular perturbation may be reached by the form-sum approximation
approach. However, we remark that in [40] using the non-symmetric bilinear
forms an additive approximation for the one-dimensional Schro dinger
operator with point interaction has been proven.
It is clear that above positivity condition for the operators T, Tn may be
replaced by the assumption that T, Tn have a finite rank.
As one of application we mention the following result. Let a perturbation
of the Laplace operator &2 in L2(Rd, dx) be given by a positive Radon
measure +, which is supported by a set N/Rd of zero Lebesgue measure.
If in addition Cap1(N)=0 (the 1-capacity being defined as, e.g., in [39, 25,
23]), then this perturbation is trivial in the sense of the form-sum method.
However if Cap1(N)>0 then the form-sum approximation involves the
regular component of a given perturbation in the Sobolev space
W2, 1(Rd, dx) (this should be compared with results in [19, 22, 14, 15]).
2. RESULTS
This section is devoted to the statement of the results. Proofs will be
given in Section 3. Let T # H&2(A)-class, i.e. T: H2  H&2 is a positive,
(T., .) 0, densely defined and closed operator which satisfies the
condition:
M2=Ker T is dense in H1=D(A12). (2.1)
Let Tn # H&1 -class, n=1, 2, ..., i.e., each Tn : H1  H&1 is a positive
densely defined and closed operator which satisfies the condition
M1, n=Ker Tn is dense in H. (2.2)
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Note that M2 and M1, n , are closed subspaces of H2 and H1 , respectively.
Everywhere below we suppose that
M1, n=M
cl, 1
2, n , (2.3)
where M2, n :=(Ker Tn) & H2 and cl, 1 means the closure in H1 .
Theorem 2.1. Let T, Tn satisfy (2.1), (2.2), (2.3). Assume Tn approx-
imate T in such a way that
\. # M2 , _.n # M2, n , .n w
H1 ., n  . (2.4)
Then the sequence of perturbed operators ATn=An=A + Tn defined by A
and Tn by the form-sum method converges to the unperturbed operator in the
strong resolvent sense: ATn ww
s.r.s. A.
Let now Tn : H1  H&1 , n=1, 2, ... be an arbitrary sequence of positive
densely defined and closed operators. #T , #Tn will denote the closed quad-
ratic forms generated by T, Tn in H2 , H1 , respectively.
Theorem 2.2. Let T # H&2-class and Tn approximate T in such a way
that for any . # M2 there exists a sequence .n # Q(#Tn) such that
.n w
H1 ., #Tn[.n]  0, n  . (2.5)
Then ATn ww
s.r.s. A.
Corollary 2.1. Let Tn  T in the weak sense, i.e.,
Q(#T)/Q(#Tn), #Tn[.]  #T[.], . # Q(#T), n  . (2.6)
Then ATn ww
s.r.s. A.
Corollary 2.2. Let Tn  T in the sense of weak graph-limit in H1 , i.e.,
\. # Q(#T), _.n # Q(#Tn), .n w
H1 ., #Tn[.n]  #T[.], n  .
(2.7)
Then ATn ww
s.r.s. A.
Consider the case where T: H2  H&2 is an arbitrary positive densely
defined operator. Then #T[.] as a form in H1 admits the unique canonical
decomposition [44, 29], #T=#r+#s ##Tr+#Ts , into a regular and a
singular component, where Tr : H1  H&1 and Ts : H2  H&2 are densely
defined operators associated with #r , #s , respectively (Tr is closable in H1
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and Ts is strongly singular with respect to A). Note that #r0 is the largest
closable form in H1 such that #r#T [44].
Theorem 2.3. Let T : H2  H&2 and let Tn : H1  H&1 , n=1, 2, ..., be
positive densely defined and closed operators. Assume that Tn  T in the
weak sense and assume the singular component Ts of T in H1 is zero or is
strongly singular with respect to A + Tr , i.e., Ts # H&2(A + Tr)-class. Then
A + Tn  A + Tr in the strong resolvent sense.
We emphasize that above stated results are true in the case where the
not necessarily positive operators T, Tn have finite rank.
3. PROOFS
We start with some preparations. Let M2 denote a closed subspace of
H2=D(A) which is dense in H. Let A :=A | M2 be the densely defined
closed symmetric restriction of A in H and let AF denote its Friedrichs
extension. Note that AF coincides with A if and only if M2 is dense in
H1(A)#Q(#A).
Let M1 :=M
cl, 1
2 be the closure of M2 in H1 . We will assume now that
M1 {H1 . Thus we have H2=M2 N2 and H1=M1 N1 , Ni {0, i=1, 2.
Let M0 #R(A) denote the range of A and set N0 :=Ker A*. Thus
H=M0N0 . Note that
N1/N0 , (3.1)
since due to (1.2), (1.3)
(N1 , M0)=(N1 , AM2)=(N1 , AM2)=(N1 , M2)1=[0],
as M2/M1 and N1 = M1 in H1 .
Let PLi , i=1, 2, denote the orthogonal projectors in Hi onto Li which
stands for Mi or Ni .
We introduce in N0 the operator B as a certain ‘‘remainder’’ of the
restriction of A onto M2 . Namely let us put
D(B) :=[’=PN1 . # N0 | . # N2 /D(A)] (3.2)
and define
B’#BPN1 . :=A. # N0 , ’ # D(B), (3.3)
where we used (3.1) and AN2=N0 , which is true since A: H2  H is
unitary. Later we will see that B is uniquely defined by this construction.
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Lemma 3.1. For any closed densely defined symmetric restriction A of
the operator A1 in H Krein’s formula
A&1=A&1F +B
&1PN0 (3.4)
holds and the quadratic form #A admits a representation as a direct sum,
#A=#AF +4 #B , (3.5)
where #B is associated with B in N0 .
The proof of this lemma will be given in Propositions 3.3, 3.5.
Proposition 3.2. The Friedrichs extension AF of each closed densely
defined symmetric restriction A :=A | M2 , M2 /D(A) of A=A*1 admits
the characterization
\. # D(A), PM1 . # D(AF), (3.6)
AF PM1 .=A., (3.7)
where PM1 denotes the orthogonal projector onto M1=M
cl, 1
2 in H1 .
Moreover
D(AF)=PM1D(A). (3.8)
Proof. To prove (3.6), (3.7) it is sufficient to show the validity of the
equality:
(A., )=(AF PM1 ., ), . # D(A),  # M2
since M2 is dense in H. We have
(A., )=(., A)=(PM1 .+PN1 ., A)=(PM1., A),
where we used the fact
(PN1 ., A)=0
since A # M0 and PN1. # N0 = M0 . Further,
(PM1 ., A)=(A*PM1 ., )=(AFPM1 ., ),
since only for the Friedrichs extension AF of A, we have that the domain
D(AF) is contained in M1#Q(#A) (see [7, 37]) and in particular
D(A*) & M1=D(AF) & M1 .
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Therefore A*PM1 .=AFPM1 .. So (3.6), (3.7) are proved. Finally we note
that the set [PM1 . | . # D(A)] is a core for AF since PM1D(A) is dense in
M1=Q(#AF). Moreover (3.8) is true since AFPM1 D(A)=H due to (3.7).
K
We remark that from (3.6), (3.7) it follows that
\’ # N0 , A&1F ’=PM1 ., .=A
&1’ # N2 . (3.9)
Indeed, A, AF1, so N0/R(A&1)=R(A&1F )=H. Therefore vector
.=A&1’, ’ # N0 belongs to . # H2=D(A). Thus due to (3.6), (3.7), A.=
’=AFPM1 ., which proves (3.9).
Proposition 3.3. Each A=A*1 admits the following representation
by Krein’s formula
A&1=A&1F +B
&1PN0 ,
where B is defined by (3.2), (3.3).
Proof. Evidently Krein’s formula holds on M0 . Let ’=A. # N0 . Then
we have from (3.9), (3.2), (3.3),
(A&1F +B
&1P0) ’=PM1 A
&1’+PN1A
&1’=A&1’. K
Proposition 3.4. . The map
N0 % PN1 .=’  t[’] :=(A., PN1 .), . # N2 (3.10)
defines in N0 a positive closable quadratic form. Moreover with t[’] there is
associated the operator B defined by (3.2), (3.3),
t[’]=#B[’]=(A., PN1 .), ’=PN1. # N0 , . # N2 . (3.11)
Proof. We note that for any . # N2 , A. # N0 , we have due to (1.2),
(1.3), and (3.10),
t[’]=(A., PN1 .)=(A., PN1.) =(., PN1 .)1=&PN1 .&
2
1=&’&
2
1 ,
(3.12)
i.e., t[’]=&’&21 . Therefore if a sequence PN1 .n=’n converges to zero in
N0 and is fundamental in the H1 -norm, then obviously ’n  0 in N1 , i.e.,
the form t is closable in N0 . Therefore there exists a positive self-adjoint
operator B in N0 such that
(B’, ’)=&’&21 , ’ # D(B).
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Due to &’&21&’&
2
0 we have B1. Thanks to (3.12) and since the set
PN1 N2 is dense in N1 , we have
\. # N2 , PN1.=’ # D(B) and B’=A.,
which coincides with (3.2), (3.3). Thus B=B and (3.11) is proved. K
The closure of #B in N0 will again be denoted by #B . We observe that the
form domain Q(#B)=N1 .
Proposition 3.5. The quadratic form #A of an operator A=A*1 in
H admits a representation as a direct sum,
#A=#AF +4 #B ,
i.e., each . # Q(#A) has a unique representation:
.=’,  # H1(AF)#Q(#AF), ’ # N1 #Q(#B), (3.13)
and
#A[.]=#AF []+#B[’]. (3.14)
Proof. We recall our notations: H2(A)=D(A)=M2 N2 , M2=D(A);
H1(A)=M1 N1 , M2 /M1=H1(AF)=Mcl, 12 ; N1 /N0 .
Thus for any . # H1(A) we can put =PM1 ., ’=PN1. # N0 .
Therefore in H1 we have .=’, which ensures the uniqueness of the
representation (3.13 ). Let us prove (3.14). This is true if =. # M2 and
’=0 since then A.=A. # M0 . Consider first the case . # N2 . We have
A. # N0 and
#A[.]=(A., .)=(A., +’)=(A., )+(A., ’)=(A, )+(B’, ’)
according to (3.7), (3.11), (3.3). Further, for each . # H2 we can use two
representations: one in H2 ,
.=.M .N , .M=PM2 . # M2 , .N=PN2 . # N2 ,
and another one in H1(A),
.=’, =PM1 .=PM1 .M+PM1 .N #M, M+M, N ,
’=PN1 .=PN1.N , PN1 .M=0,
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where we used that .M # M2 /M1 . Moreover
A.=A.M+A.N , A.M # M0 , A.N # N0
and
(A.M , ’)=0 (’ # N0 = M0 % A.M).
Therefore
#A[.]=(A., .)=(A.M+A.N , M, M+M, N+’)
=(A(.M+.N), M+N)+(A.N , ’)
=(AFPM1 ., PM1 .)+(BPN1 ., PN1.)
=#AF []+#B[’],
where we used again (3.7), (3.3), (3.11).
Now we can extend the latter equality to all . # H1(A) by linearity and
closure taking into account the fact that the domain Q(#AF)=M1 has zero
intersection with N0 and that both quadratic forms #AF , #B are obviously
continuous on H1(A). K
Remark. It is well known [7, 8, 13, 20, 37] that Krein’s formula holds
for any lower bounded self-adjoint extension A of A4 . In particular the
representation looking like to (3.4), (3.5) holds for A with some B =B *
in N0 . Our result above is specific with respect to the operator A. Namely
we observed that corresponding operator B can be reconstructed directly
by A using (3.2), (3.3).
Lemma 3.6. Let A=A*1 in H be fixed. Let M2 , M2, n , n=1, 2, ..., be
closed subspaces in H2=D(A). Assume M2 is dense in H1 , i.e.,
Mcl, 12 =H1 . (3.15)
Assume M2, n converges to M2 in the sense that
\. # M2 , _.n # M2, n , .n w
H1 .. (3.16)
Let An be the sequence of closed symmetric operators defined as
An :=A | M2, n . Then the sequence of the Friedrichs extensions An, F of An
converges to A in the strong resolvent sense:
An, F ww
s.r.s. A. (3.17)
Proof. Let A :=A | M2 . Obviously the Friedrichs extension AF of A
coincides with A since M2 is dense in H1 . Thus we have to prove that
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(3.15) and (3.16) imply, An, F ww
s.r.s. AF . If starting with some n all subspace
Mn, 2 are dense in H1 , then obviously An, F=A=AF . In this case the
Theorem is trivial. So we will assume that Mn, 2 are not dense in H1 . Then
each subspace H1, n :=D(A
12
n, F)=M
cl, 1
2, n =M1, n is only a proper subspace in
H1 , i.e., H1#H1(A)=H1, nN1, n , N1, n{0. Therefore
H&1, n#H&1(An, F)#H&1(A)#H#H1(An, F)#H1, n (3.18)
since by definition of a negative norm in the rigged Hilbert space [9, 10],
we have
& }&&1, n := sup
. # M1, n
} } , .&.&1}& }&&1 . (3.19)
Now we will prove a more general fact than (3.17). Namely we will prove
that
In|  I|, \| # H&1 , (3.20)
where In#D&1n Dn=A
cl
n, F : H1, n  H&1, n denote canonical unitary isomor-
phisms in the rigged Hilbert spaces (3.18).
Let | # H&1 be fixed. Then there exists . # H1 such that |=D.. From
(3.15 ), (3.16) it follows that there exists a sequence .n # M2, n such that
.n  . in H1 . Hence |n  | in H&1 , where |n=D.n#An.n (we recall
that the operators D, A, An , An, F coincide on each subspace M2, n). So we
have
&I|&In|&1&I|&In|n &1+&In|n&In |&1=&.&.n &1+&.n&In|&1 ,
where we used .n=In Dn.n=InD.n=In |n due to .n # M2, n and Dn.n
=A.n . Further, by the same reasons and due to (3.18), (3.19) we can write
&.n&In |&1=&In(|n&|&1=&In(|n&|&H1, n=&|n&|&H&1, n
&|n&|&&1=&.n&.&1 .
Thus
&I|&In|&12 &.n&.&1  0
and (3.20 ) is proved. Finally we note that (3.17) is a particular case of
(3.20) with |=h # H. K
Let Tn # H&1 -class, n=1, 2, ..., be given and assume that (2.2) (2.3) hold.
Let Bn denote the operator defined by (3.2), (3.3) which is similar to B,
with N0, n=(AM2, n)= and M2, n=(Ker Tn) & H2 .
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Proposition 3.7. Under the same conditions as in Lemma 3.6,
B&1n PN0, n  0 (3.21)
in the strong sense, where PN0, n denotes the orthogonal projector in H onto
N0, n .
Proof. For any n=1, 2, ..., the starting operator A has the representa-
tion given by Krein’s formula (Lemma 3.1),
A&1=A&1n, F+B
&1
n PN0, n . (3.22)
Therefore (3.21) follows from (3.22) due to (3.17). K
We can show now that (3.21) can be understood as Bn   in a certain
sense. Indeed let us consider in N0, n the quadratic form generated by Bn ,
#Bn(’, ’$) :=(Bn ’, ’$)=(BnPN1, n ., PN1, n .$)
=(A., PN1, n .$), ., .$ # N2, n ,
where A.=’, A.$=’$ # N0, n . We recall that N1, n/N0, n .
Proposition 3.8. Under the same conditions as in Lemma 3.6, the
sequence of operators Bn converges to infinity in the sense of quadratic forms,
i.e., if
N0, n#D(Bn) % PN1, n .n=’n  ’{0, ’ # N0
in the strong sense in H, then
(Bn’n , ’n)=#Bn[’n]  , n  . (3.23)
Proof. Thanks to the previous considerations, using .n=A&1’n we
have due to (3.2), (3.3)
(Bn’n , ’n)=(A.n , PN1, n.n)=(A.n , PN1, n .n)
=(.n , PN1, n .n)1=&PN1, n.n&
2
1=&’n&
2
1  
since ’n  ’ # N0 and N0 & H1=0. Indeed the convergence in H, ’n 
’{0, ’ # N0 , ’n # H1 necessarily means that &’n&1  , due to N0 & H1
=0. K
Remark. The inverse fact is obviously true also, i.e., (3.21) is fulfilled if
for all 0{’ # N0 there exists a sequence ’n  ’ such that #Bn[’n]  .
Indeed condition (3.23) means that the operator B :=w&limn   Bn has
domain D(B)=[0]. Therefore B&1 =0 in N0 .
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Now we are able to give proofs of our main results.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We will essentially use Lemmas 3.1 and 3.6
with M2=Ker T and M2, n=(Ker Tn) & H2 . Recall that H1=M1, nN1, n ,
M1, n=M
cl, 1
2, n and N1, n/N0, n=(AM2, n)
=. Let An, F denote the Friedrichs
extension of An :=A | M2, n and let #=Tn resp. T
=
n denote the restrictions of
#Tn resp. Tn to N1, n . Consider the quadratic form #Bn+#
=
Tn
in N0, n . It is a
well defined positive closable form coinciding with the restriction of the
form-sum #A+#Tn to N1, n . Moreover it coincides with the form generated
by the operator of type B defined by (3.2), (3.3) and corresponding to the
operator ATn=A + Tn . Therefore due to Lemma 3.1, the formula (3.4) for
the operator ATn may be written as
A&1Tn =(A + Tn)
&1=A&1n, F+(Bn + T
=
n )
&1 PN0, n . (3.24)
Note that M2, n is closed in H2 and conditions (2.4) and (3.15) coincide.
Therefore Lemma 3.6 ensures the convergence A&1n, F  A
&1. Further,
by Proposition 3.8, #Bn +4 #
=
Tn
  (see (3.23)). Thus due to (3.21),
(Bn + T=n )
&1 PN0, n  0. Hence A + Tn  A in the strong resolvent sense. K
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Consider for each n=1, 2, ... the chain of Hilbert
spaces,
H&1, n#H&1(ATn)#H&1#H&1(A)#H#H1#H1(A)#H1(ATn)#H1, n ,
(3.25)
where we used that AATn . Note that the norm in H& (& stands for &1
or &1, n) may be defined by
& }&& := sup
&.&+=1
|( } , .) |, . # H+ , (3.26)
where + stands for 1 or 1, n resp. So by polarization for any | # H&1 ,
&|&&1=limn   &|&&1, n from (2.5) it follows that
(|, &)&1, n  (|, &)&1 , |, & # H&1 , n  . (3.27)
Introduce in the chain (3.25) the canonical unitary isomorphisms,
Dn#AclTn : H1, n  H&1, n , In#D
&1
n ,
which have properties analogous to (1,2), (1.3). In particular the dual inner
products between H1 , H&1 and H1, n , H&1, n coincide:
(., |) =(., |) H1 , H&1=(., |) H1, n , H&1, n , . # H1, n , | # H&1
(3.28)
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Let us show that In  I in the weak sense. Indeed for any |=D., &=
D # H&1 , .,  # H1 we have due to (3.27), (3.28),
((In&I ) |, )1=(In|, )1&(I|, )1
=(In |, &) H1 , H&1&(I|, &) 1, &1
=(In |, &) H1, n , H&1, n&(|, &)&1
=(|, &)&1, n&(|, &)&1  0.
Now note that In as operators from H&1 to H1 are uniformly bounded
since
&In|&1&In |&1, n=&|&&1, n&|&&1 .
Thus In  I strongly on H&1 . In particular ATn  A in the strong resolvent
sense. K
Corollaries 2.1, 2.2 are true since conditions (2.6), (2.7) imply (2.4), (2.5),
respectively.
Remarks. (1) In fact Corollary 2.1 is also a consequence of the well-
known Kato theorem [26, Theorem VIII.3.6]. Indeed from (2.6 ) it follows
that #Tn  0 on M2 and therefore
#An[.]##A + Tn[.]  #A[.], . # M2 , n  ,
where we recall that A is the restriction of A onto M2 . Due to (2.1) the
Friedrichs extension AF of A coincides with A and therefore M2 is a core
for #A . Thus ATn ww
s.r.s. A is true by Kato’s result mentioned above.
(2) Our proof of Theorem 2.1 (see the formula (3.24)) puts in
evidence the mathematical reason for a divergence phenomenon well-
known in the physical literature. So if a sequence of Friedrichs extensions
An, F converges to an unperturbed operator A in the strong resolvent
sense, then any singular perturbation of A non-affecting An, F involves a
divergence due to #Bn   (or equivalently due to B
&1
n PN0, n  0).
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let H+ denote the Hilbert space constructed
from Q(#T) by the inner product (., )+ :=#A(., )+#T (., ). Let
J: H+  H1(A) denote the closure of the identical mapping H+ % . 
. # H1(A), . # Q(#T). Clearly J is a contraction since &.&1&.&+ . If
Ker J=[0], then H+/H1(A). #T is closable in H1(A) and its closure
satisfies: #cl, 1T [.]=&.&
2
+&&.&
2
1 , . # H+ . In this case the singular compo-
nent of #T in H1 is zero. Thus Ts=0 and A + Tn ww
s.r.s. A + Tr due to
Kato’s Theorem VIII.3.6 in [26].
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In the general case Ker J{[0]. Then H+=H+, rH+, s , where H+, s
:=Ker J. By definition (for details see [44]), #s[.] :=(Ps., .)+ and
#r[.] :=(Pr., .)+&&.&21 , . # Q(#T), where Ps and Pr denote the
orthogonal projectors in H+ onto the subspaces Ker J and H+, r , respec-
tively. By construction #r is the closable quadratic form in H1(A).
If #r=0 (Tr=0), then by Theorem’s conditions, Ts # H&2-class and
A + Tn ww
s.r.s. A due to Corollary 2.1.
Let #r{0 and Tr : H1(A)  H&1(A) be the operator associated with #cl, 1r .
Obviously H+, r = H1 (A + Tr ) # Q ( #A + #Tr ) = D ( (A + Tr)
12). By the
Theorem’s assumption we have Ts # H&2(A + Tr). In particular this means
that the set M2, s :=KerTs is dense in H1(A + Tr). So if Tn  T in the weak
sense, then #A + Tn[.]  #A + Tr[.], . # M2, s . This ensures A + Tn ww
s.r.s.
A + Tr again due to Kato’s Theorem VIII.3.6 in [26] since M2, s is a core
for #A + Tr . K
We remark that Ts # H&2(A + Tr)-class automatically if R(T )cl, &2 &
H=[0], where cl, &2 stands for the closure in H&2 (see [3, Theorem A.1; 36]).
4. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES
4.1. &2+=+-Model
Let H=L2(Rd, dx), A=&2+I (I denotes the identity) and + be a
positive Radon measure on Rd. Consider the chain of spaces
S$(Rd )#W 2, &2#W 2, &1#L2#H#W 2, 1#W 2, 2#S(Rd ),
where S(Rd ) denotes the Schwartz space on Rd, W 2, \2=W 2, \k(Rd, dx)
are usual Sobolev spaces of order \k. We remark that W 2, k coincides with
the domain D((&2)k2) in the norm &.&k :=&(&2+I )k2 .&L2 and W 2, &k
is the conjugate space to W 2, k.
Assume + # S$(Rd ). So the quadratic form generated by + is defined as
#+(., ) :=| .(x)  (x) d+(x), .,  # S(Rd ).
Since + is positive, it is a measure of at most polynomial growth.
Consider the canonical decomposition, +=+ac++sing of + with respect to
the Lebesgue measure on Rd. Assume +sing{0, i.e., the set N :=supp+sing is
non-empty although its Lebesgue measure is zero, |N |=0. Let us assume
+sing # W 2, &2. Then #+sing and hence #+ are closable in W
2, 2. Note that #+ac
is generated by a positive multiplicator and hence is closable in H (see
Example VI.1.15 in [26]). Thus there exists a positive closed operator
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T+ : W 2, 2  W 2, &2 associated with #cl+ . In fact T+.=+. for all . # W
2, 2
such that +. # W 2, &2. So &2+=T+ , =>0 is a well defined operator from
W 2, 2 to W 2, &2. We want to study the self-adjoint operator in L2 (which
formally is given by &2+=+ and) which by definition is the restriction of
&2+=T+ : W 2, 2  W 2, &2 to L2.
With this aim let us consider the decomposition T+=T+ac+T+sing , where
T+ac , T+sing are associated with the quadratic forms #+ac , #+sing generated by
+ac , +sing , respectively. It is clear that &2 + T+ac is well defined in L
2 as an
operator associated with the closure of the quadratic form #&2+#+ac .
Now we need a notion of capacity. By definition [39, 25, 23]
Capk(N ) :=inf [&.&k | . # S(Rd ), .(x)1, x # N]
where & }&k denotes the norm in W 2, k.
Theorem 4.1. Let + # S$(Rd ) be a positive measure, +=+ac++sing , such
that +sing{0 and Cap1(N )=0 for N=supp+sing . Then
(i) #&2+#+ is non-closable in L2,
(ii) S(Rd"N ) is a core for the quadratic form #&2+#+ac ,
(iii) any W 2, 1-closable approximation #+n  #+ (#+n are closable in W
2, 1)
involves only the +ac component as a perturbation of &2, i.e., &2 + T+n ww
s.r.s.
&2 + T+ac .
Proof. (i) This follows from Theorems [15, Theorems 2.1, 2.2] (where
a more general situation was investigated).
(ii) This is a consequence of [15, Theorem 1.1] (see also [23]).
(iii) This is a direct corollary of our Theorem 2.3. Indeed the condition
Cap1(N )=0 means that the regular component of #+ in W 2, 1 coincides
with #+ac . Thus Tr=T+ac . K
Thus under the conditions of Theorem 4.1 one cannot include the term
T+sing as a perturbation of &2 in the form-sum approach.
We remark that Cap1(N )=0 if codim N2 (see [39, 25]).
Theorem 4.2. Under the same starting conditions as in Theorem 4.1 let
Cap1(N )>0. Assume +sing(N$)=0 for any subset N$/N with Cap2(N$)=0
(+ charges no one set of zero-Cap2).
Then the singular component of #+ in W 2, 1 is zero (T+ coincides with Tr),
#+ is closable in W 2, 1 and #&2+#+ is closable in L2. Any W 2, 1-closable
approximation #+n  #+ involves the perturbation given by +, i.e., &2 + T+n
wws.r.s. &2 + T+ .
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Proof. By our assumptions the canonical Lebesgue decomposition of +
in general gives +sing{0. However by Theorem’s condition #+sing is regular
(closable) in W 2, 1 [14]. This is a necessary and sufficient condition for
#&2+#+sing to be closable in L
2 (see Theorem 3.4 in [29]). Now we can use
Theorem 3.2. K
Theorem 4.3. Under the same starting conditions as in Theorem 4.2 let
+sing have two components: +sing=+1, sing++2, sing . Assume for N2=supp +2, sing
Cap1(N2)=0. Assume else that +1, sing satisfies all conditions of Theorem 4.2 with
N=N1=supp +1, sing . Then any W 2, 1-closable approximation #+n  #+ involves
only the +ac++1, sing -component, i.e., &2 + T+n ww
s.r.s. &2 + T+ac++1, sing .
Proof. The regular component of #+ in W 2, 1 obviously is given by
#+ac+#+1, sing . K
4.2. &2+=$-model in R3
Consider the well-known &2+=$-model [1, 12] as an illustration to
Theorem 2.2.
Let H=L2(R3, dx), A=&2+I. Consider the perturbation of A given
by the Dirac delta-function at the point 0,
T#T$0 : H2=W
2, 2  W 2, &2=H&2
T$0 .=.(0) $0 , . # W
2, 2.
In the so-called p-representation the operator A is the operator multi-
plication by the function p2+1. So A+=T, = # R1 heuristically is given by
((A+T ).)( p)=( p2+1) .( p)+=( .(q) dq) } 1.
Consider the weak approximation =n Tn  =T,
(=Tn.)( p)==n \|Sn .(q) dq+ !n( p), =n  =,
where !n( p) is the characteristic function of the ball Sn=[ p # R3 | p2n].
Evidently for any . # Ker T$0=[. # W
2, 2 |  .(q) dq=0] we have
Tn  0 in the weak sense. Thus the condition (2.5) is fulfilled. Hence A+Tn
is well defined by
((A+Tn).)( p)=( p2+1) .( p)+=n \|Sn .(q) dq+ !n( p) .( p)
and for the resolvent formula we find
((A+Tn)&1 .)( p)=( p2+1)&1 .)( p)&
=n
1+=n Fn \|Sn
.(q) dq
q2+1 +
!n( p)
p2+1
,
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where Fn=Sn (dq(q
2+1))=4?(n&arctgn)  , n  . Thus the second
term in the resolvent formula converges to 0 } (., ’)’, where ’( p)=
1( p2+1). Therefore (A+Tn)&1  A&1 and A+=nTn  A in the strong
resolvent sense. One can obtain a non-trivial result using a renormalization
procedure, changing the sequence of coupling constants =n to =$n=
&(bn+Fn)&1, where bn  b, n   and b # R1 is an arbitrary fixed
number. We note that =$n converges to zero. Then A+=$n Tn  A b in the
strong resolvent sense, where
(A &1b ) .( p)=
.( p)
p2+1
+b&1 \|R 3
.(q) dq
q2+1 +
1
p2+1
.
Thus in the p-representation A b assigns one of the self-adjoint extensions of
the symmetric operator &24 +I where &24 :=2 | [. # W 2, 2 | .(0)=0].
Putting b=:+14?, : # R1 we obtain the operator &2:, y , which has been
studied in [1].
We shall now discuss more general situations.
4.3. Abstract Singular Rank-One Perturbations
Let an element | # H&2"H&1 , &|&&2=1 be fixed and let |n # H&1 ,
n=1, 2, ... . Introduce the operators
T#Tb, | : H2 % .  b (., |) | # H&2 ,
Tn#Tbn , |n : H1 % .  bn (., |n) |n # H&1 , 0{b, bn # R
1.
From | # H&2"H&1 it follows that the set
M2=Ker T=[. # H2 | (., |) =0]
is dense in H1 and therefore T # H&2-class. Consider the sequence of
operators ATn=A+bn ( } , |n) |n , which is well defined by Krein’s formula,
A&1Tn =A
&1&(b&1n +(’n , |n) )
&1 ( } , ’n) ’n , ’n=(Acl)&1 |n . (4.1)
Let bn  b, (., |n)  (., |) , . # H2 , n  . Thus Tn  T in the weak
sense. Then ( (Acl)&1 |n , |n) =&|n&2&1  . Indeed, the assumption
&|n&2&1< implies that the functional l(.)=limn   (., |n) is bounded
on H1 . However, this the contradicts the condition that |  H&1 . Thus (4.1)
shows that A&1Tn  A
&1 in the strong sense.
Note that now the operators T, Tn are not necessarily positive.
For getting a nontrivial result we have to follow the analogy with the
&2+=$-model, i.e., to use the renormalization procedure for compensating
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the divergence &|n&2&1  . So if we replace bn by b$n=&(b+(’n , |n) )
&1
(note that b$n  , n  ), then
(A + b$nTn)
&1  A &1b #A
&1+b&1( } , ’)’, ’=(Acl)&1 |,
where A b denotes one of the self-adjoint extensions of the symmetric
operator
A4 =A | M2 , M2 :=[. # H2 | (., |) =0].
For other details see also [2, 4, 5, 24, 28, 30].
5. DISCUSSION
There are a lot of publications treating singular perturbations by approx-
imation methods (see, e.g., [1, 6, 11, 1419, 21, 22, 25, 38, 41, 45, 46, 48]).
From a mathematical point of view it is interesting to verify in what way
the renormalization procedure is used. Apparently some kind of renor-
malization is always inevitable if the perturbation contains a non-zero
strongly singular component, i.e. a non-trivial term of the H&2-class in the
scale of Hilbert spaces associated with the free operator. However in cer-
tain cases this term may be included using other methods, for example by
taking the square power of an operator which itself is a singularly
perturbed one. This way has been studied in [17] using in particular the
square power of the operator ddx+$ defined by Segal’s method [47] in
the case of point interactions for the one-dimension Laplace operator and
involving in a certain sense terms of type $$, $2. We remark that an abstract
approach for definition of the square power of singularly perturbed
operators was developed in [3].
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